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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Statement of the Problem 
It was the purpose of this study to find the reactions 
of first and second grade children to some of the current 
literature~ With the large numbers of children's books that 
was available it was not possible to check any list in its 
entirety. It was decided to study carefully a few selected 
stories none of which had a publishing date previous to 1949. 
Librarians were interviewed for help in the choice of books 
and nineteen books were read, analyzed and used in the study. 
Ten were assigned to each grade level. One book was used in 
both lists. The data were analyzed and recorded in Chapter 
III. 
Research in Relation to Choice of Books by Children 
In the short period of its existence, children's liter--
ature has grown with amat,ing rapidi.ty. Today, there are so 
many books for children to select from that it is difficult 
to decide which would be most suitable for the individual 
child. There are also many undesirable ones and these 
further complicate the problem of choice, for they are usu-
ally attractive in appearance. It is therefore the purpose 
_ I of this thesis to determine some specific books which are 
suitable for children at the first and second grade level. 
i 
One of the greatest changes that has taken place with 
regard to literature for children is the change in the atti-
tude o£ adults. There seems to be a growing realization of 
the importance o£ vicarious experiences with literature and a 
willingness to spend more time in selecting books. In the 
past, it was· customary to select a book according to the 
child's age. However, Dalglieshl states that such factor a as 
intelligence, interests and experiences of the child for whom. 
the story is being selected, are taken into consideration. As 
the book is being selected, the author cites the following 
factors for consideration$ 
le "Is the book suited to the mental age of the child?" 
Various studies have found that diffi~ulty of compre-
hension vitally a.ff'erl'ts the child's interests in what is read. 
Books that are within the child's grasp are discussed :more 
f'reely, are completed in a larger percentage o:f cases and 
serve more frequently as a point o£ departure for additional 
reading that is true ot material which_cannot be understood 
readily by the ·pupil. Green2 found for e.xample that pupils 
of low mental ability preferred children as characters in 
the stories; read lese current news and less about special-
ized interests than those having a high intelligence. She 
also found more chronic readers among_the former. 
1 Alice Dalgliesh, It~irst J~xperiences \"lith Literature, 
New York: Scribner's Sons, 1932, P• ?. 
2 Jenny L. Grenn, Heading f'cir Fun, Boston~ Richard 
Badger, 1929, 206 pp. 
2 
Dalgliesh~ further states in relation to the selection of 
books: 
2. Would the subject matter be interesting to the 
child? Would he really enjoy it? 
3. Is the content of the book worthwhile? Would it be 
so interesting that the child :rtight pick up the book 
again and reread it or is the book so trivial that it 
will be looked at once and then put aside? 
4. Is the content of the book childlike and desirable 
throughout? Some adults fail to realize the im-
portant point that books for little children often 
are dramatized by the child himself after it is 
read to him. 
5. Is the book well bound and durable? ~kny beoks 
are enticing to look at but will fall apart when 
the child does not handle them properly. 
6. Is the book suitably illustrated? 
7. Is the book well written? 
According to Dalgliesh, 2 another change that has come 
about is the realization that it is not necessary for a story 
to incorporate an obvious moral as was evidenced in the 
writings of the Taylor sisters and their contemporary writers. 
A story should be ethically sound and present the truth. 
However, in this modern society, with the challenge of radio 
and television, it cannot be implied that stories or books 
should "teach moralstt. A story that is very close to the 
child's experience and presents the right course of action, 
attractively and dramatically, will undoubtedly influence a 
1 Dalgliesh, 212.· cit., p. 8. 
2 Ibid., p. 9 
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child. There is no doubt .that children identify themselves 
with the characters in a book and whether the moral applies 
directly or indirectly to theirway of life, the child will 
pride himself on his virtue by saying, "It d never do a thing 
like that~tt ur always come when mother calls." 
Along with the too-obviously-moral tale, the symbolic 
story has been discarded for use with little children. By 
this, is meant a story·with a tthidden meaningtt or an abstract 
idea. This type of story was quite popular in the early days 
of kindergarten and in Sunday schools. 
Another kind of story· that has been discarded is the 
sentimental type. This applies particularly to some of the 
older frkindergarten stories". Nature is interesting enough 
·_. to children so that i.t is not necessary to If dress it uptt and 
put it in story form. Children will listen fascinated to 
actual information about how the leaves turn color in the fall 
and how bulbs and seeds grow. To put these interesting 
things in story form is entirely unneoe.:ssary. In this modern 
generation, adults are mlllch more matter-of-fae't in their .way 
of talking and re@.ding to children and m.Uch more sensible. 
Children lik~d to be treated as adults and not as young 
infants. These types of literature according to Dalgliesh 1 
have been cast aside. Their place has been taken by whole-
some stories of' everyday experiences, simpler and better 
1 Dalgliesh, QE• cit., p. 10 
fanciful stories, more picturebook and picture stories and 
books giving vital information about this modern ever-
lhangi~g world~ \Yhat needs to be done is to keep the best of 
~he old and add to it the best of the new for ohildrents 
iiterature must reflect life and to re~lect it truly, it must 
~eep pace with these modern times. 
The interests of children show a marked development from 
'fear to year and they change with each decade though some of 
vhese interests remain the same. The storyteller or teacher 
[IITOUld be relieved of the necessity for thinking as she plans 
b.er children's literary experiences if children's interests, 
~ikes and dislides remained static. It has been found that 
f.'his paradox could never exist. It has been discovered that 
~he only way to find out what children of this age level 
r-eally like is to study their interests; watch them play and 
J.._isten to their conversation. It is a fact that children's 
~nterests keep pace with the times and that a book that 
peemed absolutely satisfying to us in our childhood may not 
Punction in the life of the children today. Unless a book 
~ctually plays an integral part and is really enjoyed, it 
~ight as well be €ast,aside. 
One cannot generalize about age interests for children 
iffer widely in experiencE;. a~d intelligence. There are, 
;...., 
,.: 
p.owever, according to StriJ~kland a few things that seem 
I . .. 
1 Ruth Strickland, Language Arts in the Elementary School, 
~ostonl D.C. Heath, 1951., pp. 291-318. 
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common to six and seven year olds. 
In s.electing books for children of this age, one. must 
take into account, experience as well as intelligence~ The 
children at this age show a decided advance in imaginative 
interest and demand more fairy tales. They are able to 
listen to a story that is continued from day to day and enjoy 
the continued adventures of a favorite character. Interest 
in the repetitive story is not too stimulating as the children 
at this age like stories that have real action and a plot. 
Stories about real life animals, travel and so forth are en-
joyed. 
Celestine1 found that childre.n in the earlier grades 
were in general more interested in animal stories, stories of 
the fanciful type and the simpler fairy tales. Between the 
ages of eight and ten, animal stories of realistic nature, 
stories of home and school life, of children in other lands 
and of adventure as expressed in the Boy Scout Series become 
increasingly popular~ 
Strickland2 reports that children find a great deal of 
fascination in stories dealing with the avenging of wrong.a 
and the punishment of evil doers. This is their own fantasy 
pattern, as one can tell them their play as well as the books 
1 Sister M~ Celestine, Survey of the Reading Interests 
pf Children in the Elementarr Grades, Catholic University, 
Educational Research Bulletin, Vol. 5., Nos. 2 and 3, Catholic 
Education Press; 1930, 114 pp. 
2 Strickland, 2.1?.• cit., p. 305 
6 
they enjoy. Fantastic adventure s-tories seem to satisfy much 
the same emotional need as the traditional fairy tales. For 
many children they may provide emotional release for feelings 
of aggression and frustration. 
The untiring interest that children show in the comics 
stems from the fact that this is a rapid and stimulating era 
and that the comics fulfill their desire of the swift aiition 
and vivid experience._ In spite of' the .fact that this is a 
stimulating era in which to live, the lives of children are 
less eventful than they were in a simpler period" Parents 
try to be careful in restricting and safeguarding their 
children. Even if they did not there really is not too much 
excitement or adventure that is either possible or socially 
permissible f'or children. Movies, radio, comics and tele-
vision provide much of' the action, excitement and adventure 
that children desire. 
:Frank and Straus1 of the Child Study Association re-
ported the results of, a study of comics. The committee found 
it difficult to classify the types of subject matter found in 
these magazines because of the overlapping+ They classified 
it into the following categories~ adventure, fantastic ad-
venture, animal cartoons, .fun·and humor, love, and retold 
classics. This of course is o11ly natural because all boys 
l.Josette Frank·and Mrs. H.G~ Straus, rttooking at the 
Gomics," Child S_tudy, 20lll2-ll8, Spr-ing, 1943. 
I 
7 
II 
and girls as well as adults look for it in all books and 
stories. Fantastic adventure also played a major role in 
the comics. Superman and other favorite characters have 
qualities that resemble those of fairy tale characters, yet 
the stories in which they are presented deal with current; 
everyday life. This background of this modern generation 
appeals to children who are increasingly aware of both the 
good and evil forces which exist in their surroundings. 
Attempts to give intelligent direction to child:rent s 
interest in the comics are necessary and should begin at an 
early age~ If the children themselves set up the criteria 
for comic books perhaps there would be a decline to their 
reading these distorted and shoddy presentations. If an 
attempt is made to offer pupils a variety of good literary 
sources which are rich .in the elements of action, surprise, 
adventure and excitement, it will be a forward move on the 
road to better reading and improved tastes. 
Gardner and Ramsayl say that: 
In the beginning, the child does not correlate the 
appreciation of literature and the immediate use of 
books for young children are sensiti V'e to the beauty 
of words and the wander of stories long before they 
have sufficient mastery of the mechanics of reading 
to really enjoy the material in the school books. 
Their contact with the literary heritage of early 
childhood depends largely upon the understanding 
and culture of the adults who are responsible for 
their welfare. 
1 Emelyn E. Gardner and Eloise Ramsey, Handbook of 
Childrents Literature, Chihcago: Scott Fores~an, 1927, p. 19. 
8 
_j l 
One may ask what the interests of young children have 
to do with the appreciation of literature. Today's children 
think only of the immediate present and do not trouble them-
selves about their past or worry about their future. Their 
everyday world is a learning situation and i·s full of ex-
plorations.. It then follows quite naturally that they prefler 
to hear about the things that belong to their immediate en-
vironment. They like to hear best about their own experi-
ences reprodu-Ced just like they happened to them. In other 
words, these stories based upon such experiences using the 
expressions and idioms used by these toddlers naturally meet 
with enthusiastic response~ 
As has been stated previously; in the kindergarten and 
primary grades, stories about animals predominate. Tales o:f 
this kind give a poignant thrill to many children. vlhethel;' 
wild or tame~ real or fanciful, these creatures stir the 
feelings and imaginations of boys and girle. A sense of 
intimacy ahd identification leads children to ~nd numerous 
stories about a well loved animal character such a.s Donald 
Duck or Mickey Mouse. 
Besides enjoying stories about animals, the fairy tales 
are next most popular. However, Witty1 states that fairy 
tales in g.eneral received highest ranking in the intermediate 
1 Paul Witty-,. Reading in Modern Education, Bostont D.C. 
Heath and Company, 1949~ pp. 35-41. 
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grades and dropped to a low level in grades 7 and 8. 
The popularity of a number of books listed the primary ... 
grade children may be attributed in part-to the humerous 
character of the story or the illustrations.. Some of these 
books could include L:Lttle Black Sambo, Five Chinese Brothers, 
Snip Snap and'Snurr, Make_ Waz for Ducklings and others~ 
These types of books., filled l'iith fun and humor, and 
colorfully illustrated have sometimes been chosen by educators 
as good substitutes for the comics for those children who read 
the comics to excess~ From these "substitutes" or nbridgestr 
adults can endeavor to lead the child to books of a more solid 
substance. It is our responsibility as educators to lead these 
young readers .from these bridgeheads to the vast fields of 
literature where they can begin exciting and profitable ex-
plorations that will continue for the rest of their lives-
It is the task of teachers to evaluate each selection or 
book and choose only those which seem. to be most serviceable 
in meeting the needs of boys and girls. It is known of course 
that primary selection should be given to the child's interests 
and needs. 
As Arbuthnot1 says: 
As we evaluate the old and recent books, we shall 
keep the child's basic needs and interests in mind 
and try to determine to what extent books written 
for him have met or ignored them. In short, we 
1 l..fay Hill Arbuthnot,· Children and Books, Chicago z Scott I Foresman and Company, 1947, p. 30. 
I 
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shall be considering not only children's books, 
but ·children faced with the problem of growing 
up~ 
The task of becoming familiarized with children's books, 
both of the past and present is a tremendous undertaking £or 
those teachers who have depended solely upon the use of only 
a few text books. However, more teachers are beginning to 
realize the need for a broader .. ~pproach and a more balanced 
program in reading. 
If the reading program is well balanced, it will offer 
wide reading experiences .from a variety· of oare.fully selected 
materials that will provide forindividual di:f'f'erences. 
Better reading habits will result if the teacher becomes 
skilled in evaluating stories and books and in selecting 
ttthe proper book for the right child.n 
/ 
Literature on Meeting Children·' s Emotional Needs in Books 
As large nwnbers of children's books are being poured 
forth by publishers, the latest investigators of children's 
literature are placing much emphasis on the value of books in 
satisfying children's deep emotional needs. Educators are 
becoming increasingly conscious of the great emotional 
problems which beset children in these difficult times o.f 
change. ~~Y of the investigators believe that careful and 
expert guidance in literature would be very bene.ficial in 
aiding children in their emotional needs. Th~y believe that 
books may be valuable therapy in developing emotional maturity 
in children who are bewildered by their own emotional ex-
:tl 
periences. 
, 
Strickland~ in her chapter on storytelling, suggests 
that just as adults use literature to give them comfort and 
solace in difficult times so may childJ."'en re:ceive temporary 
relief and release from tension in their small world. Their 
needs are quite similar to adults. Children can gain wisdom, 
inspiration and courage to face life by using reliable and 
significant books to satisfy their emotional n~eds. Pre-
senting certain children to books with problems identical 
with their own personal problems may be very valuable in 
_giving children insight and ·understanding when they need 
help and guidance. Hhe mentions Marguerite de Angeli1s book, 
nBright April", as a book that is signific.ant in aiding 
colored children·to face their emotional problem of being 
born colored,. "Blue Willow" is considered a comforting book 
for the underprivileged child, while "The Good Master" and 
"Caddie Woodlawntt are recommended to help a child to grow 
strong by accepting his place in life Without resentment and 
regellion. 
Arguthnot 2 also finds that children 1s books have been 
richly satisfying in meeting children's needs. In the first 
chapter of her book "Children and Books" she states: 
Books are no substitute for .living, but 
l Strickland, 2a· cit., pp. 290-319. 
2 Arbuthnot, ££· ill·, pp. 2-10. 
:12 
they can add immeasurably to its riches .• 
When life is absorbing, books can enhance our 
sense of its signigicance.. When life is diffi-
cult., they can give us momentary release from 
trouble or a new.insight into our problems or 
provide the rest and refreshment we need .•.•.•• 
Children's needs are at first intensely and 
narrowly personal, but as they mature these 
needs broaden and become more generously 
socialized in proportion to the socialization 
of the child.l 
Arbuthnot stresses that books can satisfy children's 
great drive for emotional security, which is placed above the 
level of economic security. This kind of security involves 
the child's need to love and to be loved, and to belong to a 
part of a group. By reading stories of a happy home life 
where members of a family are held together by love and 
loyalty children experience good feelings of warmth and 
courage and strength. If a child's home life is filled with 
unhappiness, books can furnish the unfortunate child with the 
vicarious experience of knowing about a happy home life and 
thus he receives new insight into what constitutes a good 
home. A fortunate child may obtain, through reading books 
about misfortunate children, fuller appreciation of his own 
home, and also a greater understanding of the problems of 
others less fortunate than he. 
Besides liking stories about home life, Arbuthnot goes 
on to say that children are fond of stories about other 
children, who are at first rejected and then, after over-
l Arbuthnot, loc. cit. 
13 
coming many di.ff~culties, are gladly accepted by ·:tihteir group. 
Cinderella is an example of th~s theme. 
If the child lacks affection and desires love; this need 
may be satisfied by pouring his love on a pet. 'stories about 
pets, stray animals, arid wild animals are especially popular 
with children who ,may be using these books to fulfill a 
frustrated desire to be wanted and loved. 
Wittyl describes a developmental approach to reading in 
which a first. grade teacher made a survey of her children's 
interests and background. One revelation of this study was 
the presence of emotional insecurity among her pupils. One 
.little girl b.oped her foster mother would continue to love 
I . 
I 
her. Another little boy from a poor home yearned for a dog 
Da,wson2 regards the consideration of children's needs in 
literatp.re as vita:l,ly important "if children are to grow into 
well-adjusted, stable, h~py citizens .in this complex world.3 
A cFild's hunger for emotional .security can be met by 
identifying himself with. t,he characters in 'the stories he 
hears. Books can meet.the need to esoape oaoasionally from 
the monotony and routi~e o.f d<D:ily liv;ing. However, she 
cautions the teacher to be careful Wii;).h the .child who uses 
1 Vlit-ty, .QE• cit., pp. 47-48. 
2 Mildred A. bawson, 'reaching Language in The Grades; 
New York z . World Book Company, 1951, pp. 73-93. 
3 
:14 
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books excessively to esc.ape from the realities of life. 
Satisfying children's emotional needs through books is obvi-
ously a difficult task. 
Recent studies reveal an increasing amount of instability 
and emotional insecurity among today's pupils.l 
Earl S. Johnson2 states that: 
One in every five elementary s.chools pre ... 
sented evidence of poor mental health of seine 
degree of seriousness and that large numbers 
were maladjusted to a degree so serious to be in 
grave need of specialized guidance. 
According to Witty3. m~ny teachers are becoming interested 
,, in the use of b9oks "to allay insecurity and to foster mental 
I 
health." The realization of the importance of literature in 
relation to meeting children's needs has brought forth a new 
theory bibliotherapy -. which is recognized as another 
worthy goal toward which teachers should strive. Russell4 
makes the following statement: 
Bibliotherapy provides opportunity for catharsis 
and greater insight into one's own motivation and 
l Paul Witty, "Reading to Meet Emotional Needs,n Ele-
mentary English Review, 19!75-84. 
2 Earl S. Johnson, "The Social Studies Teacher as 
Therapist, n Chicago Schools Journal, 32·:191., May-June, 1951. 
3 Witty, loc. cit. 
4 David H. Russell and Caroline Shrodes, ncontributions 
of Research in Bibliotherapy to the Language Arts Program~" 
The School Review, 58:339, September, 1950. 
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the behavior of others., They agree that in biblio .... 
therapy some sort of integration of intellectual 
perception and emotional drive takes place. 
The .fallowing is a definition of bibliotherapy by 
1 Russell and Shrodes: 
• . • a process of dynamic interaction between 
the personality of the reader and literature -
interaction which may be utilized for personality 
assessment, adjustment, and growth. This defi-
nition suggests that bibliotherapy is not a 
strange, esoteric activity but one that lies 
within the province of every teacher of liter-
ature in working with every child in a group. 
It does not asswn.e that the teacher must be a 
skilled therapist nor the child a seriously 
maladjusted individual needing clinical treatment. 
Rather, it conveys the idea that all teachers 
must be aware of the effects of reading upon 
children and must realize that, through liter-
ature, most children can be helped to solve the 
developmental problems of adjustment which they 
face. , 
Lindahl and Koch2 have also t'lritten effectively on 
bibliotherapy. They too expressed the belief that if' a 
teacher is alert to·her children 1 s emotional needs, emotion-
al and mental illness may be prevented. However, it is still 
only the many statements of parents, teachers, librarians, 
and sensitive readers who can substantiate this belief in 
books. 
1 Russell and Shrodes, .QE• ill,., p. 335 •. 
2 Hannah rvi. Lindahl and Katherine Koch, "BiblittJt;Jter~py 
in the Middle Grades, 1' Elementary English, 29z390-396. 
1.6 
I Literature in Relation to Spiritual Needs 
II 
.According to V:elch1 the reason for studying literature 
is to keep the hope 1 the thought, the faith, that eventu-
ally t.ruth has to prevail and right not wrong must rule the 
world. In choosing stories we should choose those that deal 
with truth and goodness. 
lienzel2 believes literature should be .found for children 
which will help them build their religious faith. The best 
children's books must meet the need for religious stability 
without moralizing. Spiritual security should be trans-
ferred or absorbed by the child unconsciously •. 
arbuthnot3 has found that there has been a multitude of 
religious books published for children which show that there 
is a renewed interest in every phase o.f religion. 
It is literature, reports Michaelis,4 that takes 
children beyond facts to the religious and esthetic qualities 
and values involved in relationships of people. 
1 John Welch, Literature in the School, New York: Silver 
Burdett and Company, I910, pp. 29-36. 
. . 
2 Evelyn Wenzel, "Little House," Books of.Laura Ingalls 
Wilder, Elementary English XXIX, February, 1952, No. 2, p. 67. 
3 Way Hill Arbuthnot, Children.and Books, .New York: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1947. 
4 John·U •. Michaelis~ Social Studies.for Children in 
a Democracy, New York: Prentice !full, 1950, pp. 30$-311. 
i7 
The rea~ins of well chosen religious books, according to 
IFostar,l aids a child's growth in spirit and mind while he is 
~rowing physically. 
St.ri~idland2 feels through a wiae ch6ice of' religious 
!books children oan illundnat e 11£$ eo that they can under-
. ' 
!stand it more cleau:-ly. 
In our search for literature for children~ Arbu:thnot3 
~grees that one should look for th$ kind tba~ will build 
ttheir relisioue .faith and give them belie£ an a world where 
!the moral law finally p:roevails. 
Olark4. stat~ua p&ople w}lll) work with children feel re-
sponsible ror guidatlo& in and preparation f'or·li.t'e in this 
:world through books, whioh will give them greater appreciation 
ot people and spiritual values. 
It is in book$, reve•la Smith,; that we will find the 
l lmo Royle. Foster,. "Adventures !'or the F.am.ily Through 
Books,tr Irrternational Journal of Religious Educ:~tion., pp. 14-1.5. 
2 Ruth G. Striotla:nd, Lmneuage Arts in the El~mentary 
SoboGl, .So stan : D.C. liee.th and Company, 1951, p. 3 02 .. 
' Arbuthnot , .BJl• oi t .. ; p ~ 3 .. 
4 .t:}argarat M •. Ulark, Teehniiues in Promoting an 4\p ... 
preciation of AGsthetic and Spi:r..<tua! Vaiues 'llfirour::h heading, 
5 D~ra V. S$ith, ncurrent Issues Relating to Development 
o! Rea.dins Interests and Taatea,," Su~plementary Edu€Jational 
Monograph N~. 49 1 University of Oh1oato Press, 1939., [PP. 297-.306. 
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irnport•nt record of unkind•a long search for truth - whether 
in the physical or the spiritual world. 
Sooia1 Need$ 
We oan help young people t.o develop personal and social 
.adjustment by guiding their choice of books so that reading 
I 
will be a joy and become a part or their daily lives, says 
\'iitty .. l 
Bristol~ notes that the prl.mary grade teacher has many 
chances to enrich the .social lives of boys and girls. Books 
.for children will take them into every imaginable area or 
li<ving. 
Read~g allows the child to experienoe places and to 
come in contact with people, aooord~ng to l.fof!a.tt and Howell.3 
Reading,. comments Rusael.l,4 aan add to ahildrents reel-
inas of security and belongingnesa. Arbuthnot5 adds children 
need to belong-need ta be a. part of' a group-need t.o under-
1 Paul A. Witty, Roadino: and l)~rsonal We-1l~l3eing, 
Supplementary Edu<nationa.l r:ronograms>. Octol>er, 1947, Ho .. 64. 
2 Ruth Bristol, Techniques in Promoting l,ersonal Hell-
Being Through Reading, Supplementary Bducational 1-lonograms, 
October, 1947• 
.3 Maurice P. Mot:'f'.a.tt and lia~el \t~ Howell .• lble•eg.tary 
Sqeeial Studies Instruction, New York! Longma.ns G~en &do .. , 
1 52, p •. 2!57. 
4 David H., .. Russell, ffR~a.ding and the Healthy Personality, t 
ll:lementarJ!; English, April~ 1952, PP• l95-199q 
5 Arbuthnot , .22. oi t . , p.. 4. 
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stand about people f'roa other countries. Thereby a whole• 
some attitude is developed towards othors and a .feeling tor 
the problems, needs, .and eon.tributions make it necessary that 
good literature be used. 
It is also a well known .fa. at 1 records Dawson, 1 that 
ehildren want to be loved,. Through books they find c1reum-
stanaes that ehow the atfeotion between mother and child, 
friend and friend, pet and owner. 
Russell. and Shrodee2 agree that· most children need help 
ts solve develop•ntal problems of adjustment wh1C:th they 
encounter so teachers must be aware of the effects of reading 
upon children.. The prolonged aontact with personalities in 
books may have auch aooial ttt.feets ast 
l. Leading to i,n(lreaaed social sensiti.vity~ 
2, Enabling one to feel needs, sufferings and 
aspirations o! their people •. 
J. Helping an individual to assi~ilate the 
cultural patterns. 
In the primary grades the living experienies of 
ohildren are those abou.t every day lif'e in the l;tome 11 school 
and the community. Holland; states that it is necessary 
.·.· · · lrc~ldrecl' A .. Dawe:n, T2aoh~nf 1 .. 5!ngu;r~e. in the Orade§., 
New York. World Boek 6oml)any, 195 J PP~ ·3-Ibr;. . · 
2 David H. Russell., and Caroline Shrodes .. ftQontributions 
o£ Resea.roh in B. ibliotherapy to the Languaae. Arts Program,w 
The School Review, September, 1950, PP~ .3.3.5-.3.39. · 
:3 l~ble K. Holland, nr.re.chniques ili Pr<tmotitig Insight into 
the Current Social Science Through i~eading, n In the Pt .. imR-,?;:Y, 
GX"'s.d"a) Chapter 14.. · · 
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through literature for children to gain good concepts of all 
people although their customs and ideas are entirely different. 
Six and seven year old children, declares McKee, 1 have a 
preference for stories about boys and girls, who exist as 
they do. They also enjoy story characters, who display 
realism through making adjustments to life. Animal stories 
are useful in that they may help them to care for and to be 
gentle to animals. 
Through a sound reading program, according to Carlsen, 2 
children will realize that there are many different ways o.f 
earning a living. Literature may help to build a respect 
for people engaged in various fields of vocational endeavor. 
Betzner3 believes : 
Appreciation of the significance of human 
beings is.one of the most enduring results o.f 
.familiarity with literature~ Because literature's 
function is to help boys and girls understand 
themselves and others in their relationships to 
the forces in their own. worlds, those who would 
guide them in its use must be carefully attuned 
to these very relationships. 
l. Paul McKee, "The Teaching o.f Heading in the Elementary 
School,n Instruction in Children's Literature, 1948, 
Chapter 17. 
2 George Robert Carlsen, "The Dimension o.f Literature," 
The English Journal, April, 1952, No~ 4, 41:179-186. 
3 Jean Betzner, t.tExplorl ng Literature with Children in 
the Elementary School ,n Teacher's College, Columbia University~-
1943, pp. 50-56.- . 
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In a recent article from the Boston Sunday Globe, 1 
Books open up the ''~orld to the child. They 
tell him about the past, of' his own country and 
other countries; they tell him about boys and 
girls in circumstances different from his own, 
on farms in cities, in other lands, in other times~ They can challenge a child to understand 
and inspire him to achieveG And firially reading 
will develop in him the habit of turning to books 
for fun, for information, and for growth. 
It can be seen that children's books should be examined 
for their function in meeting the various needs of children 
as well as for their literary quality.' l<4my v1riters of' 
children's literature are of the opinion that there is a 
definite need for scientific research of children's needs in 
literature! 
Research in Relation to Presentation 
Stories play an important part in an elementary language 
arts program. The teacher owes this delightful experience to 
every child. All too often it is neglected for the more 
formal instruction of the language arts curriculum because 
the teacher little realizes its many opportunities to lead to 
the more .formal i:nstruction~. In .connection with this ,thought 
Tidyman and Butterfield2 feel t-:h)ilt children should have vivid 
experiencing of· the real and imagined type stories to 
J_ Article, nparents can Aid Children· Fi.nd Enjoyable 
Books, tl in Boston Sunday Glob_!, January 4, 1953 . 
2 Willard Tidyman and 1<1arguerite Butterfield, Teaching 
the Language .11-rts, New York t 1-IcGra.w Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1951, p. 191. 
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stimulate the imagination; quicken observation; give ex-
ercise to the emotions; develop sympathy and understanding 
for people and animals which will lead to free, natural, 
imaginative expression. 
There is no specific time when a story should be told or 
read for it has its place practically in any subject in the 
school program;. The teacher must recognize when a story will 
fit into the schedule and use this occasion to tell or read 
the story. In relation to this Towle1 states that stories 
for pure pleasure are relaxing and should be used at the 
right time. Stories of instruction, stories dealing with 
health, cleanliness, morals, and manners can be worked in 
with the school activities to great advantage. 
Stories have been used for years as either a teaching 
method or for sheer entertainment. Children love stories 
and need to·experience them. Ryan2 states that the reading 
or telling of stories cannot begin too early for the child 
for he needs stories and poems long before he can read them 
for himself. 
A child is never too young to be exposed to good,, well 
written literature although there may be a feeling that he 
1 C. Towle, ~Value of Story Telling,« Grade Teacher~ 
October, 1947, Vol. 65~ p. 97. 
2 CalvinT. Ryan, "Stories Vlill Help," American Child-
hood, January, 1949, Vol. 34, p. 16. 
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appreo:tatfJ- 1 t • It t a only through constan-t {)Xpe:ri-
t.bat he ge~s to know and appretliate~ This would be 
e of any explorat~on of new or foreign fields~ Dawson1 
that for th$ very young;, the teacher should do l.llUch oral 
and much t'f)lling ot"' sto:rioa because the world o£ 
opens to these children ns the t.eaoher shares it w1th 
through her rea din~ and telling of: stori:es •. ~!he 
eache:r should not £eel that storytelling has ita need only 
the primary grades and the job is done- ro-1 at all levels, 
s and boys should have the opportunity of listening to 
ciful; realistic., and ra·etual material that will enrich 
thinking and endu.ce an interest in rending further for 
To· assure the :rGader that qhildren love stories and the 
acher that cun suoc$ssfully- raati and ·tell & good story, 
John2 uakea a co.r.nment. that th.e pupils approach with 
anticipation the teacher who can inject lluman in ... 
terest, sympathy and friendliness into a ·rassan has made a 
long step toward suecess in tea.ehj,ng~ 
St,. tiohn lists seven aims ot story,.;.telling and they are 
Hilrlred A. Dawson, Languar,e in th~ Hra.cle§, Ue\'1 lork: 
orld Book Oompanya 1951, p" 77. · · · · · 
2 3tor1asand Story 'felling in 
~~~~~~~.:.:.::~:.t:o.=~~=~~~, lloston l. Pil~ri.m Prase; 1931, 
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as follows: 
1. To entertain 
2. To guide reading 
3. For purposes of language study 
4. l•'or intellectual discipline 
5. li'or illustration 
6, For esthetic culture 
7. For direct influence upon character 
The aim which has been discussed is the entertainment of 
stories for in reading or telling a story for the purpose of 
enjoyment is simply to add to the pleasure of those who listen. 
Storytelling can be the highlight of a child's day. 
There are two methods in which to communicate a story to 
children and these are either to tell the story or to read 
the story. .Neither of these can be treated lightly, both 
need ample preparation. The more difficult is storytelling 
and therefore, more careful conscientious preparation is 
essential before presentation with many developed techniques. 
Shedlockl considers storytelling an art and adds that it is 
much more difficult than acting a part on the stage. First, 
because the narrator is responsible for the whole drama and 
the whole atmosphere which surrounds it. He has to live 
the life of each character and understand the relation which 
1 ~~rie L. Shedlock, The Art of the Story~Teller, New 
York: D. Appleton Company, 1915, p. 31. 
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each bears to the whole. Secondly, because the stage is a 
miniature one, gestures and movements must· all be so adjusted 
as not to destroy the sense of proportion. Strickland,l also. 
feels that storytelling is an art that needs work. It is not 
restricted to the trained person with experie:p.ce in dramatics 
but can be attained by any teacher who is willing to work at 
storytelling. He need only to feel the mood of the story and 
let himself go in his telling of it so that the child may 
identify himself with the story. The teacher who accomplishes 
this art will find in it a delightful opportunity for personal 
growth as well as a professional and social asset. 
Storytelling is one of those things that teachers fear 
and really shouldn't, for it affords them great satisfaction 
when they successfully complete a story. 
Bryant 2 sets up steps to follow in storytelling. The 
first step is that one must feel the story.. Whatever the 
particular quality and appeal of the work of art is from the 
lightest to the grandest emotion or thought he must have 
· responded to it, sensed it, felt it intimately before he can 
give it out again. One must have a genuine appreciation of 
1
·Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary 
School, Boston; D.C. Heath and Company, 1951, p. 293. 
2 Sara Cone Bryant, How to Tell Stories to Children, 
Boston1 Houghton Mifflin Company, 1905, p. S4. 
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the story. Pov~ers1 says that a storyteller should live it, 
absorb it into ones very being. The only way this can be 
accomplished is to read the story over and over. Allison2 
states that it is tb.e first essential to read it over and 
over until you not only know the plot but can visualize the 
characters as people and the scenes as real places which are 
fitting settings for the action and the mood of' the story. 
Bryant T J second step repeats the thought stated that on~ 
must know his story for this is a prerequisite. Don't 
memorize the story for it destroys freedom. The exception to 
this rule is the beautiful and indicative phrases of the 
original must be retained. Powers4 finds that children like 
repetitions. It relieves concentration. They love rhythm 
and like to anticipate an event and through repetitions this 
is done. 
The third step as put forth by Bryant5 is the important 
quality of directness. Be natural and talk to the children 
1 I:la.bel Powers, ttstorytelling, tr Elementary English, l·Iay, 
1948, 25:309. 
I 
2 D. K. Allison, nHow to Tell Stories and Make the 
Characters Live,n Grade Teacher, February, 19.50, 67:22. 
3 Bryant, 
.2.£.· cit .. , p • 93. 
4 Powers, 
.££· cit., p. 308. 
5 Bryant, ill?.· cit., p. 99. 
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and above all tell the story in logical sequence. If the 
story is part of the storyteller this step will come with 
ease. 
1 According to Bryant the fourth step is to tell the 
story dramatifally. The expression must, however, always 
re~in suggestive rather than illustrative. The dramatic 
quality o£ the storyteller depends on clearness and power 
which the storyteller visualizes the events and characters 
he. describes, As tor the telling, Allison2 stresses the 
mood of' the n~rrator as all important. If' the story is part 
of' him, he will enjoy himsel£ and will communicate that 
pleasure to the children. Dramatic gestures seldom have a 
part in sincere storytelling unless the gesture is a spon-
taneous one, nor has the exaggerated grimaces. Distinctions 
between characters can be brought out with tones in the 
speaker's voice. The elements of drama can be heightened by 
slowing or quickening the rate of telling the tale. That is 
enough. The story is the thing. 
Bryant3 makes the fifth step that of telling your story 
with zest. Never .speak too loudly. Aside from the material 
of' the story itself and the manner of its telling, the best 
1 Bryant, 
.QE.· ill·' p • 103. 
2 Allison, loc. cit. 
3 Bryant, 
.£E.· cit., P· 104. 
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asset for a storyteller is a good voice and clear enunciation. 
In the opinion of Frietch1 the voice that is nasal, uneven, 
pitched incorrectly i.s tiresome to the listener and frequently 
is not easily understood. ~fuen such voice defects are coupled 
with careless, indistinct enunciation, storytelling loses 
much of its success • 
.Pmvers2 says the important point that one must r~member 
when telling a story is to have as small a group as possible 
and arrange the children in a seuli-circle, so that each child 
can see and hear. A story cannot be told too simply or di-
rectly. Through imagination create the atmosphere desired, 
then lose yourself in your story, enjoy telling it, and every~ 
one will enjoy it with you. 
In storytelling Powers3 feels that there are many things 
which should be avoided for the success of the story. Avoid 
too much description. Children want action. If description 
is given it must be graphic and dramatic. Avoid impersonation 
unless the storyteller is trained or if the storyteller can 
impersonate so well that the audience loses sight of the 
person telling the story. Avoid interruptions. Start the 
1 Olivia 1011. Frietch, (Sister'), tf.New Trends in the Arts 
for the Young Child," Catholic School Journal, January, 1951) 
51:8. 
2 Powers, .Q.E.• _m. , p. 309. 
3 ~?) p. 310. 
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story and hold the audience. Interruptions break the thought 
of the story and loses the audience. Over dramatization can 
sometimes lose the mood. Have the gestures be natural and 
from within. Remember the story is the thing. 
Reading the story is the other method of approach.. Even 
this entails thought, work and preparation. As in the story-
telling method it must be read.; re ... read, and re-read. Per-
taining to this thought Dawson1 states that although reading 
stories is the lesser of the two approaches, it is far better 
to read a story well than to tell a story badly. The teacher 
should familiarize herself with the book she is to read; only 
then can she read fluently with due response to the mood and 
movement of the story. She should get pleasure from the ex-
perience so that her feelings will unconsciously carry over 
into the pupil's own positive emotions. According to 
2 . 
Strickland good oral reading by the teacher has value in 
itself, as a model for the children's own reading and an aid 
to interpretation. Be careful of the choice of material for 
it should have quality and significance f'or the children. 
Strickland3 adds that material for· its literary quality as 
well as informational quality, for the literary will intro-
1 Dawson, loc. cit. 
2 Strickland, .Q.E.· cit. , p. 296. 
3 lb i d • } p • 2 97 . 
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~uce children to an art form. 
There is much criticism of reading aloud Gtories to 
children becaus8 of failure to keep the attention of the 
group. This is true to some extent but children need to be 
re~d to, so that they 1iill develop an interest to do inde .... 
pendent reading. In reference to independent reading 
Strickland1 says that >'lhen children have listened to a story 
that they would find difficult for independent reading, have 
collected the style and thought pattern of the story, they 
can then take it up and read it ·uith sufficient ease to bring 
real satisfaction. Pmvers2 believes that the chief function 
of a story is to give joy and to reveal some aspeet of spirit 
I·:iany children cannot read the stories I of beauty and ·truth. 
I because of a reading difficulty, thoe1gh they can enjoy them 
thoroughly through the teacher's reading • 
.Ln conclusion stories are the dessert of the language 
art program and should be kept a delightful part of this 
phase of the curriculum. Shaw3 makes an excellent comment 
that stories should never be a reward for accomplishment but 
rather they should be a voluntary, shared experience, free 
from negative encumbrances. 
1 Stricklan~, Q2· cit.; p. 297~ 
2 P ewers , QE.. cit • , p. 3 09. 
3 S. G. Shaw, "Story Telling Develops Reading," 1.!!.-
structor, November, 1951, 61:17. 
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Stories develop the language art program in the follow-. 
ing ways• 
1. Enduces creative self expression 
2. Aids enrichment through vicarious experiences 
3. Stimulates f'ree expression (dramatics) 
4. Enables children to choose wisely independent 
reading material 
5. Acquaints children with different type stories 
Classification of stories according to Arbuthnot .1 
a. Hero Tales 
b. F'airy Tales 
c~ Realism 
d. Nonsense 
e. Information 
6. MOtivates the desire to read 
7. Effects their written expression 
8. Develops the imagination 
9. Builds character in children 
a. Emotionally 
b. Socially 
c. Religiously 
10. Encourages listening and aevelops the power 
of concentration 
Therefore, :stories have proven their worth and reason 
for being included in the language arts program. The suc-
cessful teacher will use stories frequently for the pleasure 
of the children. 
1 .May Hill Arbuthnot, · Children and Books, New York: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1949, pp. 28-30. 
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CFIAP'fER II 
PLAN OF PilOCLDURl~ 
Se~ectior"! of Hater.ial 
The first problem was to determine those booka published 
since 194-9 which should be included in thie study. Several 
facto~s bad to be consideredt 
l. The story should satisfy the ehildren•s emotional, 
spiritual and social needs as well as interests. 
{Spiritual books were avoided because o£ the different 
faiths Qf the public school ohildren) 
2. The children's •pan ot attention was considered 
and it was decided that books which could bioi read il'l 
one sitting should be 6hosen. 
3. Two books were aeleeted in each of the following 
eategoriest 
a. Adventure 
b. Fantasy 
c. AnirMla 
d. l~ealiatic Stories 
~. Humo:E"oue 
The above categories were chosen as a result of the 
researc1l studies reviewed in Chapter I. 
After consulting several librarians and reading 
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consultants; the following books were selee:tted~ 
Adventure. 
Eager, Edward, Red Head, Boston i Houghton Mifflin CQm.pan;y 1 1951. . .. . . . 
Lenski, LoisJ. Cowboy: Small, LorHioll, .New Yor-k, Toronto$ 
Oxford uniireruity PreSJs,; 1949. 
ll'•ntasr 
Francois, Jeanne £,1arie Counts Her S~eet,t,. New Yorlu 
Scribner a.nd sons, 19.51.. · 
Bright, Robert, i>7e and the Hears, Mew York I J)oubleday 
and Company, i95l. 
Animals 
Hader; Berta. and Elmer, Lon~ in the Zoo;; mew Io.rkz The 
r4aaraillan Oellpsll.Y, l9;J.. ' 
Garbu~t, K~tha9. r1ne and Bernard, .Ji~d~ .. :'~;;~-~-·. ~~-t~~!!~-~~ JDRO.k$, l. 4·9 •. 
Realistic Stories 
JilcOloskey, Robert, One l~i!orninp; in f4aine, lew York~ the 
V.ild.ns; Pre$a, 19$2" . · · · 
Goldbe.r&, Martha, Lunch Bo?t St.Oljl; Mftw Y~rkl Hol1day 
House, 19~1. 
H'WI'ltt>l"OU$ 
.Newberry, Glare 1'", .Pa,rcy, Polly; and .Pete~ New York1 
Harper Brothers, 1952. , · · · · 
ltrau.es_ J._ . R_ u_ th, .au.ndle Book 1 tfew l'orlu Harper lrothera, l~,l~ .. .. . . . . . 
Ten Jelected Books f{}r Second Gt'ade 
Adventure 
Ward, 1ynd~ Bigg.eES~. 5.8&1"~- lklststt( MoU&hi!Ol'l .Mifflin 
Oempany, 1952. 
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Fanta ex 
Will and N.ieholaa, FindorsKee-pers, Hew lork; Harcourt 
Brace and Company1 1951. · 
tleisgard, Leonard, The Cl!!tn Pig, New l'orkt Charles 
Scribner. 1952,. · 
.Animals 
lv\cClung~ Robert, S ike lJhe Htor' of t:t iJl1ito lf.'a.i1 Deer, 
New York 1 \'Ji' liam l·IorrO't'J" 1952. 
Hogan, Inez, Party for Poodles, New Yorkt E.P. Dutton 
Gompanyj 1952. 
Realistic Stories 
Beim, Jerrald1 tiiJallest BoY., in the Claes, J:<iew Yorlu William f'liorr<>w. 
Barnum, Jay Hyde, The N,~l·7 FirG B!!f!JJ~~ ,Hew Yorks ·.~illio 
.t•iorrow, 1952 .. 
Humorous 
Newberry, Clare 't. ~ h~rcv 1 !:.lolly. and Pete~ l~ew York 1 Harper Brothers~ 1952~ · · ... 
' 
Rey, H.A., .<furious Geru·l~~ Rides a Bike, Boston: Houghton 
i>'iif:f'lin Company, 19-52. 
Selection of ~;uostions 
The problem of selection ot questions ~a aarefully done 
with stress on simplicity and clarity so that primary children 
in this study could answer ".d'th ease .. 
The major purpose wa~ to determine the story'llti.lch was the 
best liked~ ~ach of the :t"ollowir~g questions on the ballot 
were built to verify the children's choice" The question .on 
piatures was con5tructed to find ou~ if the illustrat1on had 
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any effect on the selection t>f their favorite ;story. 
The sample ballots are to be found on tha following pages .. 
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! t:hich Dto:ry did you 
I like best? ., ,, 
I .. ·- .. ; -· 
' In which story did I you 
I like ·the p11l1;'1ll.'"i} bast? ' '· 
I 
.. 
I 
I 
I ·unieh r.t.ory wottld you " •. 
j like me liO ruad again? . 
I 
I 
I --
I 
I 
I 
·wh:tcn s~ory would you 
' 
I 
1 11k~ to ~e u;;la to 
read? 
' 
.. 
kbich $tory dicl yo a 
d1~l1ke? : 
.. 
lJb1ch story WOU~i.d you .• 
like for your VUX"J' 
own? 
.. -. 
GRADE II 
I 
. 
Procedure 
A:tter_-··the books wera 'selected and the quest1o~aires pre• 
pared four first and .five second grades were invited to 
participate in the study.. These claeerooms were looated 1n 
three cities in the met-ropolitan area,. Two hundred and ninety 
five childron participated in the study. 
In order to avoid teaohnr interpretation and insertion ot 
more color:f'ul events the stories "Vt·ere read rather than told to 
the children. Sach teacher praoticad reading the story aloud 
in order to assure a smooth and eonparatively unitorm per-
formance. 
The program of reading covered a period of two weeks. 
F...aeh teacher read one ~tory daily.. The books were presented 
in the '.fame order in each first and each second grade class-
room. BeforfJ any checking was made the teachers allowed a 
lapse or two daya to prevent too h$avy a choice tor the last 
story read. 
The children we~e asked to indiaatet 
1. The story they liked best. 
2~ The story which contained the pictures they liked 
best, 
J. 'rhe etory tl?-ey would like to read again. 
4~ The story they disliked. 
5. The story they would like ·for their very own .. 
The data were analysed to determine the antnrar.s to the 
above questions. 
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OHAPTBR III 
ANALYSIS 0)" DATA 
It was the purpose of the study to present soM of the 
!•ecEmt ~hildren'a literature to first and second. grade 
children in order to determine which books from the selected 
list appealed to children. 
The data were analysed to determine: 
1. The story the children li~ed beat. 
2. The illustrations the ohiidr-en liked, best. 
3. The story the children would like to read again~ 
4. The story the children dial1ked. 
5. The story they wQuld like to own. 
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TA!U I 
llllST GRADE STORY PRiSFERtNCIS 
±i::i:::±± _·]s C{ ;: :l L !s __ !!22£L!Li:t±1 ±M!!i:!t1S:!!: t::i£; J • i::l!t! "9 :::!!!!:~ LL£ ~ .!l!!LL!!!3:c :&_ -~±i. _· !df 
-~---y- - --~-~------- · -~--- .. --~~---- ---~---- Ttr!!Ss ~4 
I&Jil$ Attthw Publisher t'Jhoun - Ch.oiee. 
Perey, Palla' and P&t& 
ton a the~ 
~ySmall 
Red lead 
oite ~ ill Ultine 
• and ti.l$ Beutt 
Lutteh Jmx Stoey 
&die 
Jeanne l&rie ~s l!e:r 
Sheep 
atmdlt.l Book 
Clare¥.., New~ 
Sertaud~ 
Rader 
Lois Ieuki 
Edward Jager 
lto~io IWUQd!ey 
tfober-t Br!ght 
)lartha tie~ 
la~&Bd 
~ Garblltt 
Fran eo is· 
Rut-h ~s& 
New lh~k; Harper lh-otbe:rs~ 1952 
lf&w Yorke -~  ~"''" l9Sl 
Londoll"~ lew Yol'k, lfOll'OlaWt Oxford 
Ul'li'ft.rllity: P:t-ea, 1949 
Boston: !ouglri;on Jtttflltt 
eo~,.l95l 
In Yo:rk: !he Vi.king Press, 1952 
1ft !orb Doubl.~ • eo~, 1951 
hw Iorkt !oliday Heun, 1951 
In Ywln Alladin ~s~u,, 1949 
leY Yorkr Solri.bneJo' & Sons, 1951 
New Y-orlu ~ Brothers,- 1951 
31 
23 
20 
13 
12 
ll 
U) 
10 
4 
4 
21.,67 
lA.G8 
13~98 
12.,58 
8.ott,, 
7 •. 69 
6 .. 99 
6 .. 99 
2.19 
~ .. :79-
~t'!:T, 'Po!tv P..;;"ltl Pete was the book cho-88J'l bT 31 of' 143 tirat grad& ehildren., I+Pt$ in the JH1 Qu!v sau. an4 JftiJlgg l"&Dbd next b. O?der., 'fk• bocks ®osen last~ Je;;,nne f?~ia Oourato .Her 
_Sbun and th• pmuij.e hoi- Each of t»se a. chosen 0nl7 t~ liiaa or by 2 •. 79% or tha l43 chilclren~ 
• ~
lame 
Co~y Small 
R&4hd 
lost in: ths Zoo 
?~;1 ?olly and Pet$ 
L~ lox StQrT 
OM lbrnil'lg in flaine 
Me: &lld the J!.ealrs 
Bmltia look 
aou. 
J~ Marl.& CGI:uats 'ht:ur 
Sha(:)p 
'tABLE II 
FIRST GRA.DE PlCfURE 'PR?c"l'ERENCIS 
Au~ 
tots tasld 
~!apr 
Bartaud~· 
li&t:le~ 
Cl.&rs '!,. ~y 
~tba Goldberg 
fbbert- Me:Cl$81997 
Hoben Bt4h1i 
ltuth Krauea 
Kathal"ine and 
~~ Ga.r'btttt 
Frsneois 
Pu.Dli~ 
Ltmdon, New York, Tor~n'te:Oxford 
Jniwltstt;r Pr&M,. 1949 
Bo!Jtont ••tott M;'tt.f'l.in 
Otl!~:J; 1951 
New torkt ~ •c.ul.an eo.if l9Sl 
law !tirlU Harper Btotharet1 1952 
lhw Imt Holiday innH, l:~Sl 
h1r Yt:Jl"k: ~ Vildl:J& :JI'Nu 1 1952 
Jfew Ielt"kl DcUblsdq & flo~, l9.Sl. 
Jew· Yorlu llarper ~thera, 1951 
•• York: AlWin !ooks1, 1949 
BR Iork: Soribne:.r· 6 Sotta,; 1951 
Times ,~ 
~ 6ho1:ee 
.31 
26 
2,3• 
11 
l3 
'9 
a 
s 
5 
2 
21~,67' 
lS .. 18 
16.~08 
~58 
9~09 
6,.29 
$.,.§9 
5~59 
.l~49 
1~.39 
&Jhr §Ml..~ as \be. beck eboeen by 31 ct 143 first p&de. ehiltb'en. lld.J!N. kft. in tJas .Zps- aad 
_'?01"02-t. ?ollf gsd !?et..o Yanked l'192t 1lt ~rd$Jr,. The books ~ las\ weft lp@.e. aDd Jeanne f'!tl.I'ie CoUI:'&tO: 
.11!£ §!'!MR. lmY! waa ehoaen fi~ timu ~ .3,.,4~ and J'~1!"1f:e r.~E,i!,10, gpunta i.!GI" ~9f.'JP rre.e ehosoo tuie~ ol"' 
1.;9. of ~- W ehildr&n .• 
~ (\j 
!Am.& m 
f:nlSi' GRADE PREFEREI.CE at STORIES TO BEAR AGAUi 
···.:-.r=:='it.n•.===•~:e tm:ez-e-e::::= : -_·: '::: :s :::=•_:=nnz:,g :•g: :: ::·•: . i 
~ $ 
N.- a~ ~  Chotee: 
J&dlied 
O~ySM!l 
Loiet in the> Zou-
f~11 FOlly and Pete 
!udi&" 
JIIB; and the Bears 
tunch ;mx sto-q 
one rmrm.na in ~~atne 
JM.J!W.& Marta eeunw Jk¥;r 
Sheep: 
Jlmdle Book 
Eduri .,_. 
Lola Lenskl 
Juta, and ll~ 
~ 
Olue T,. h:fibel?l$ 
latharlne ad 
~~tt 
Robert. llright 
VarthaGG~ 
&'bel.-t lbCloe!wy 
F~cis 
Ruth !$usa 
80ston: Ho:ughton tiff'lin 
Oo~t> 19,1 
~n,. l'ft Imrk~ !t>!'Onttlt Chtel'd 
hiwrsl\7 Pnss, 1949 
.. Yol:"lU !he laW!L'll.lMi Cc.-1. 1951 
li$W '!orb ~:t:' Brothers, 1952 
..., Y•b Alladitt looka.t 1949 
Kn YO!'kt Dml\Ueday A ee.,. 1951 
._ Itmk: •u-da.r lfGua,_ 195'1 
Wq Yorif '!he Vi.!d.nl Pr&es~ 1952 
lew Yti1"k~ &'ribner & Sons,, l9Sl 
'IW Yorkt lle.rper k'othere, 1951 
~~-~-
24 
~ 
2l 
17 
l3 
l2 
l2 
u 
5 
4 
1.6~~18 
16 .. 0£. 
14'l!68 
u~sa 
9~09 
S~;39 
lk39 
8;39 
l-.,49 
2-.79 
~ i!!d aa the boot ebosea b7 24 of l41 first grade oh!l.dren~ Cowbo;v: §!!11" lgs'f; ip ~ z.oo;, 
u-4 ro::7g;;;, ~'}oll:f an-;l .. ?o'ltq mnit9d aext !a &l"<ler,. the tt.~b ehesa laaat Wl'4t J9fA!W& t~e Cggp.k! !fet 
--. as dloMll fivfl times or 'b,r .3.,49S ~ the W ohilCb<m1 $ad the 1!!!4!& ,Jepk ..,.. aoee -.Iy fol.W 
tJ.asa ~- b¥ a...m t:4 the· w enil~ -
~ 
eN 
1'ABLB If 
l'D.ST G'RADE CHOICE Of STOIUiS 1'HEt WOULD LID fO WD A.LOOB 
~- Times ·· 'f%'"-·-··~ 
l'ame Author !:'Ubllsher Cbo~.u\ln Choice 
Perq, Poll;v aXl4 Pet& 
OQWbcV'·Slrlall 
tcllft in the ·~ 
~ 
OX.~b.·~ 
~~u:::t.r 
Red~ 
~loo-k 
J..um.& llerle O.Unts lfero 
Sh~ 
• aJ)d the Rear$ 
Clare T,.. lfewbel":lT hw Yo:t"ltt Harper 1\\rothsrs,- 1952 24 
Lois t.uki Lo:nd&r.r.~ Nn terJt,, !tmmto; Cd'o-lfd 20 
lfnlvenity P::reaa, 1949 
~and n., rw York: Th• lam'iil.l.o. 00~1' 1951 lS 
lie.4ar 
iathuiM &ld lw Yorltf Al.ladtn Book&, 1949 14 
~tkrbutt 
ao~ Mae~ lew lerk~ !he 'Vi.l:inc Presa1c 1952 12 
Vartha Gt~:rg ~a Yakt &1·11dq ~Jo.use, l9Sl 12 
ldari1 lager :hataru JQugbton JfUfUn l2 
0~;!·1951 
Rdb k&Us· lkm IG1'kt Ja:rper ~a,. 1951 11 
F~ lew IO!'k: &ttri~ a Sons, 1951 lO 
ito~ llr1Sbt 1iew Ioritt Doa'hl~ & CQl,. 1 l95l 10 
l6.,:1S 
lJ.9S 
l2.;.c5:1i 
9..,79 
Sll!39 
a .. J9 
8~>9 
7.~69 
6.99 
6.99 
&~~v.., ?~ r;nil Pata lQUJ to •ok ehoe.eu by 24 OJ" 143 first ~~ tbildreL. ~Wl SreU,;; lei'!t &?! 
th~ l)OQ. ~ud Foilie r~ aaxt !n ~,., fU books ohtleea least wre JeQ!111e naritl Ocm·~s Her She@R and 
!~$· t:UiU ,t!10 t!fc:tm:oo IIHb ol then was &hosmt. \ea. ~ O:f b.r 6.)m of tbs lJJ cb1ldrett.. 
~ 
~ 
.Bundle look 
lie dis 
Red !e&.i 
• $nd the hera 
~ ~iq 1n .iae 
. C&wboy s.u 
Jeanne .~Brie C&uats: Hu· 
Shetip 
Lost in the Zoo 
Ln.neh ·~ax Star,r 
~~ ~l.l;r $ld P•te 
TABtEV 
FIRSt ORAtB LIST 0'1 S!ORIES lOST DISLIKED 
Ruth l.rau~Je 
Katharine end 
~Ga.rbatt 
~~ 
~t Jri.cbil 
ltobert fleOl.fl&luq 
~ r.uki 
~!s 
Berta ed El.lter 
~ 
f.lartb&Qo~ 
Clare 'f,. ~rl7 
New Iorkt 8~ J#otheraf 1951 
~few I&$; Alladin ilooka,- 1941 
~swarno~~n~f~ 
~;;:1951 
... YQl!'Jc• Doubleday • eo., t t951 
lfw Yon#; !he Vitinc ~, 1952 
~ ._ IOJ.'k,, ~tot o.xt&rd 
W~:tty ~sa, 1949 
Rew: Yorln Soribne:t" & So11St 1951 
ll9w Yorki: Tbe lacmlllan eo~, 1951. 
~few Yonr Holi&a7 Bo\t.s$j 1951 
lfet~ Ywk-: .,.r Bfttbers, 1952 
29 
22 
16 
u 
14 
12 
9 
8 
' 4 
21"'64 
16 .. 41 
1~94 
10,..,44 
10 .. 44 
S.,95 
6 .. 11 
5.97 
4.1ll 
2.98 
'fbe l!mf\f -J19ok ws ohosen by 29 ehi~ as the book lllOst disliked.,. 194te, ~ ~!Ad and lit and 
8M! . .Bt&J:! ~ nut 1n Grd~,. fte boca tbat wer& 1.ean &li.ked Ji'«<l'$ ~h 1M .fi!!!X and ~tfH'J" 
Po:O.Jr aud i}oJf§J... g:,u.'lo~ Bcm ,::to!'>lT ,.. «&osu dx t.iaee or 4.47f. of 'the 143 ehileea and P~,. P'}Ul AAS1 
Poto .folll" t!t~s of 2. 96% of too 14.3 chil~ It 1s ~ to note that tt..eee last two oooks weN 
liked by R)St ehildrea l1n.lt dtsl.:lkeil by a .-11 ~ .. 
~ 
~ 
Co1rbo1 Saall 
1-tnery'* Polly .and. Pete 
Olut ~ 1ft Maine 
tQet in til& Zfxt. 
• and the~ 
w 1lead 
Lm'u!th BoX SWq 
Bodie 
~-Book 
Jewme Jkrie Counts fhrlt 
Shup 
!ABI& VI 
fiBS! G&.DI CHOICE OF BOOlt !BY WOULD tnt !0 OU 
LolaLemltd 
G~T •. ~y 
Robert lbClo$ke;r 
Berta ftb4 ~ 
lad~ 
Robel't Bright 
Jd1lrrari ~ 
JJu1iha Go~ 
Ia~ aDd 
~~tt 
llu.th bau. 
:r:ruoois 
~- lf&\1' York, forotl~·~ Ozf'erd 
Uldwrait.," PJ~Gss, 1949 
Be• Iorict Buper Bro~s, 1952 
New YC'Jri:t fh& 11kina h'esa~ 1952 
hlolrir' ·fbe l'aelld.ll.a CD,.,. 1951 
•• YO!"k: Doub.teday & eo. s 1951 
'BoStOJ!ll ltoaghtM; Iliff& 
·~ti 1951 
ll'e1i' York: &li:day Houn" 1951 
1fft' t•kt Alladb.t &o~ 1949 
New to~kt B'.arper Brothers,.. 1951 
Hew Im: seri~ & Sou •. l95l 
~ 
22 
lB 
17 
l6 
"!'l: 
"""" 
10 
9 
8 
3 
rr, .. ;.s 
1$"'38 
12..44-
lL.SS 
U"'l8 
10~48 
6.99 
6~29 
'·" 2 .. 09 
Ccr;bo;; Sr.-:nl.l ;;c.s the book ehose.u 'tv 25 of the 143 f:tzat pa4e ohildren.,. z;qrcL .. j·\gl.f;r .. gnd foto and 
Ono. r;orninrt i.n l:B.ine raWmd 1'I8Xt h ori-ar,. _The boob ®osen ~ lsut wer. tho Dun~:ta }Jook, oml •Tett.1!1S 
ItJt!e._Corult..~·a:cX>" Sheen* !ha ~1! 19@ as ehosen ~igbt tille6 w ·13y 5.59$ ~theW.~ -and 
Jcgsm.o f.?f.q;:ie Copilts Hqr:, Sh~l), wu ohoseft. three· times or bT 2.09% of the 143 ch:t~. 
~ 
a'). 
I . 
' fl:' 1(\ t'.i 
;; j,~ ~ 
>' 
·. 
:~r~ ~ 
>' 
i I . 
I; I 
'.' .. ~ I' ·. ii 
,i. 
l l ' .. 
'! ~· :: t '.' 
: t 
' 
>; 
II 
''· >ill :~ 
;: ,. i: I .·. 
: • > 
; ,. Ia 
I , ~ 
'j 
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nu nn 
SD.;Otm GRAD! Pin!tll£ ~ 
~-- il1 . lf{~~A?ff#t:! ;::at_ C W P tt= ~1. ' :·· ·1 _ fJit•il• ' ¥0WW ::&:1_., 1£2**'"""= *W lit 
Tit:";.JS . $l 
Ia• .Atttb.or- Publisbe.r Cbosen. Oh.oid$ 
~ions OeFg& Rides a Bike 
Spiket 1b.$. swry ot a 
1hi t.e Tail Deer· 
P..,. ~ Po.J.l;r and Pet.e 
PU't;r :tor ~es 
~~~s 
Ol$al\ Pig 
~~ B&a;r 
.lqbeUe, the Ce.bl.s Co 
SIDallAst Boy itl the Class 
·~ewFtre ~ 
H~'"· Jte,-
~acGlq 
C~!'"'~ 
~!opn 
Will &04 lliebt>ld 
~W$laprd 
lfnd w.n 
Yi:rgir,d.a L~  
J~Beia 
Jay B,yd$ ~ 
-
Bosttm1 Jc.trghton Jftffiin 
~,1952 
New Yon:~ William ~orrw,. 1949 
Nn Ym!'ftr; ~Brothers, 1952 
hw !orkt &.P '~~~' Dutton Co.,~ 1952 
1ft' Ierkt Rareol111't- & Jlraee Oo'"-'11• 1951 . 
I&W ierb ebarln Seribner, 1952 
F..o~t ~n mf'lill 
~.,1952 
Bostetu lbughton lti..ttlin 
Co~~~p&Dy, . 195-2 
!lew larkt liUiu Jbl"i'R, 1949· 
leW' York~ lrUliam Iarrow~ 1~2 
D 
21 
lS 
1.]. 
l3 
13 
lJ 
13 
8 
1 
21.71 
n .• s1 
11 .. 84 
·I 
8.:;;; 
B~'5 
s, •. 5.5 
8..,55 
s •.. ss 
5~ 
~60 
$l.V:..~~9Utj Goorrro !li~~ 5 B1J:s ~1ved 3) ballate as the book in wbteh the ebildren ~4 the 
illu.Jtrn.·ti-ons boct.~ ~iUro Ut:i.d E9X"e:z:, Pol!v Pn•! Po~ "" obosetl sar!On4 and third ~vel7 'With 
.~ .-.e1Ving 21 ballots and J:"'£!:£CfJ . f;'ol+.v and ~ gett!Gg lS ballota.. The Ghilclre lJbd t.b$ == in the IB .. lk! J&tdne tue laast an it only :raceim 7 ballots or 4.~ ot the l52 ••• 
~ 
CJ:i 
49 
t 
!ABL!. X 
SECOND GIUDE OHOICI Of STOlUES mY· I'OOIJ) tiD 'TO lWJ) ALO.II 
'lin&s $ 
liaiR& Au~ Pnbll.sher Coos.en GboiOf.t 
Cur~ G&o:r~ Ri~ a Bibi 
Mgpst~ 
eaaa·Plg 
s.p~~ 1he a~ of' a 
lbit~e ~ ne.r 
~1~ ~ b tbs tlla;as:: 
FindGl"a Keepers 
llewF~~ 
P&rey1 Pollrand Pet& 
PJU"t.Y £~ Po.odl$& 
!Jeybeilo1 thG C::::ble Car 
H~A., r~ 
~ D"ard 
~rd t7a"!sgerd 
Robert tieelung 
Zer:rAl.d &;itn 
t11U tmd Ni®ol$t5 
.Jv.y Hyde Barnum 
Claro ?'it Uoo~ 
Inns Uogan 
Vi:t""giniQ L~ Btwton 
&lstont Uoughton tli:r.f:U.n 
~it'l9$2 
Boaton: Houghton i:::itflin 
Co~~ 1952 
mm !orb Charles S:e.rl.bnEtr,. 1952 
new· YO!'kJ Uil.liant r:~v1. :t9.52 
naw IorkJ Willian !Jl~:, 1949 
l~~ York;; iJ(iroourt & Br«ee Co . .,., 
l9Sl 
New York: U"illian Tbl."ll''w~; 1952 
New i<>:du Harper Drott..o:t"$1. l95.2 
flaw York: g'*'p"' nu.tton eo~;, 1952 
Uor:tont l!oughton ~iftlln 
e~nu~ 1952 
:.32 
19 
16 
14 
14 
12 
l2 
l2 
11 
1'0 
21 .. 05 
l2",U 
10:.,5.2 
~l~r21 
9.loi2l 
1, ... 39 
7 .. 89 
7.S9 
7~2-J 
6~.57 
gu.r~sum G52ome Riden, 0:. Il}ks -:m.fJ selected 32 times tor tuo book tlle cf!..ildron .:;ould lil'ro to read 
alo•...- The pifTQst .Neg'lt and tha fil.!p_J?j.& wer& ehosen eecond and thbd l"&Bpactiv!:1ly wttb tbe J!Ym!!t. 
~ ht:.vifi~J been oeloot\ld 19 times and too .Pteoo ,Vrg 16 tir!!es~ Na~;bell;o, ;oo Cgb+a.,Q~ was the least 
pop-o.l.t';r hav!ng bee11 ~t!.eMd 10 tims o.r 6.S7f,. ot· tho 152 ~cond gtt~der.a., 
CJl 
0 
'71) 
,. Q; 
I ·lr 0 Q til 0 ti 
t"' f-' g 
f->-0 
u-~c 
'i l:S 
>J)t.x''-> 
'i p "" 
'< II> (!> () --; 
liD fll 
w+ ~ 
.... ti 
~'<! 
flBLIXI 
SiCOliD Gl\ADE LIST OF stORY WST 'OISLIDD 
=u·w · :•, ,,.,~. ;= · : t :.:;;.,. .. .. I •• m~.o::::: 1. : · ::I •. :n .. • •. : •• : :z. .: ; :o • 'li~J r: :c:t•% o• 
l1'd&: A~r Mli~ Ohosea Chelee 
F~rJJ 1$epen Will ana ii~la$ HBw Yol!'kt ~t & ~ ea.; 28 m.,.u 
c~ Pig 
·~lle!ji tb& C&blJt ear 
S.llsst Boy in tbe Cl.e.as 
~Y for Pac4lu 
P_..~; ~Ur and ·~ 
SplH.,. '-'he Story .r a 
Wh1 w fall lllaer· 
1ftW 1$;re 1!::\gtna 
J.igg&St &au 
Leonard W&i~d 
·V!rgblla It. JJm:o~ 
Jll1"Rld Bcdlm 
Inez ~gu 
c~t .. .r.wrw 
~ leeltmg 
.Jq ~<Ia- hrmm 
Itynd 1J&rd 
l9n 
h Ions ~lu ae~ilmer-~ 19S2 
Btu~tcnu tflftlia 
~$1~ 
New: toritJ. il!tuaa ~\f~ 1949 
., ~k• ul>' Dtt~t..CQ"'It 1952 
iiR &rk:r ·~ llrt)~:# 1952 
!few Y~f WUllu MGr'l'GW~ 19S2 
~ Yek~ lftlll&ll lbnaw ,. 1952 
BcatGxu He~ iittlin. 
&uap~ j\ 19'-2 
20 14~)8 
20 u .. ,a 
l8 12.94 
l.) ,.,,, 
u 9 ,~ . !f:<. ·0 
10 1~1.9 
9 6~47 
6 4..3;1. 
t:ttl"i'Cus ~rae R1d$a a Blks It.A,. k7 ~~ston.t Roughton tiffiilt 2 · 1.,43 
0~~.19~. 
ZiM!re.~. th* l95l Oal~t ~d ~it &S· the _,st dW!ked be~k having lae$ll ·choDltt . 
28- tiJiiN t~ the 152 ~n<l grate ~ldnm that pa:rtieipa.W alt.bough 4 d:\11~ chose. th:ts book at! tlw· 
~· ~ l.i1c.ed be&t. It. is ill~ tQ 1'IOt.e tbat al~ the ,f:!Ja!! fig ranked eeww:t in tb.ft Qrde 
of 41alit. tO:r 20 .-on4 ~,_ it RS praferntd bT the 19 eh:U.eea and :rankfJd tbfrd in the ~ o-t 
~,.. l'lOIJ!lk u.s tlab.-d ta t .. o~ ot dielias &r 20 .~ or 14.~ of' the 152 c.mU.eaa, 
t:ltWio:tts Gaorge Rides· a #ike ns dfsl!W 'bg ellly 2 ~l~n a&d a& firat in tl~ of ~~-QS. f'11t1 
39 ehildt"'0!l or:- 25.,65% o£ the 152 ehil.dNn ~e1pattna.. 
(Jl 
~ 
Wt.BL'I lii 
SECOND ORM>E CHOICE OF B(k'11\S Tiin l"JOULD LIKE TO QWU 
--................. -,_, ...... --~----·---.-~-. 
Cu:ri.oue George ~ a llike 
Pe~" Polly and Pete 
~ tor Poodles 
SJ;U., fiw· s~ of a 
tlh1 w !ell '])eel!' . 
S.lleat lkl.J'. m th Glasa 
Big&ast Bnr 
Clan Pig 
~bell•~ the eabte es~ 
Ff.nd.-ra ~rs 
!Jew li!'e Eriilas· 
ll ... A, .. Ret 
Clare ~,.. 1{8\Yberry 
In.ezftog&n 
Roberl Heel~ 
Jenal.d .fte.iJl 
T-Av .... .....lt UJW.~ .:,.-,cu.·~ 
L&o:nard lleisgal'd 
Virginia t-. ~ 
W1U ud J:Lebol.allt 
Jq Hyde Barnum 
Boilto1u Houghton YitfllB 
~~.1952 
New York' liuper Brothers, 1952 
New• Iorkt &..P.., Dutte~ Co,.,, 1952 
liew York¢ lfilliall Mol.TGW• 1952 
New Yol'kt. 'lilllam ;.{o1'l'Mf-.. 1949 
~ ~n m.ftll.n 
~1' 1952 
NGw lorfu Gtle.rles S4r!brler.,. 1952 
Bostnzu Reughton 5filtfUn 
Oot!'lpal'lT .J 1952 
Hew Yorkt Hal"CCUl"t & bee Oo,., 1 
1951 
New Y()rkt William tbrrow, 1952 
35 23.~02 
19 ·~~ 
14 9,..21 
u 9 .. 21 
lJ $,;,:;; 
13 8._55 
12 7.89· 
12 1;.;89 
u '7 .. '2$ 
9 !).,92 
cm,(ms,.C§cr.n:p;o H10pc, ~ wes aelee'kd 3.5 tiMtl! as the book .the ehUdr&n 1l'O'Gld 1:0. to $-. 
J?O£'tV\ 9olli; and ?~to, and ~rtyfer Pooclle~ 'llel'e olmeen eeoond aD4 third ~ve11 with .Peqr,.,P~ 
t1.EJd Pete having ooen seleo'ted 19 tf.mell and ~~~"' ,.fo:-t' ~~t:tD~ 14 times... !b& Ia lk! fegg1H watt tb8 
loost l'Ppnla.:t." huving 1?een Dte!\ti.oned 9 tiatss or S,.,92% of the 152 ~ gnden,. 
Cit 
~ 
GHit.PTBR IV 
The results of thia investigation show that the first and 
second grade ehildron in this survpy preferred h\uuorous books 
to the other elas~ifiaationsl ~nlich were adventure, tantdsy, 
animal and realistic stories.. ThrouBh the ballotingJ the 
first and second graders chose anil!lul ntorics as their eec"lnd 
preference. The first devi~it.ion enms in the third preference, 
where it wa;: found that first grarlers enjoyod adventure stories 
and second graders enjoyed fantasy~ 
In relation to ~icture preference, it should be noticed 
that the adult standards !or tho criterion ot a well illus~ 
trated book do not correlate with the ata.ndards of children. 
Fil?-ders r~eea~u:;.~, the 1951 Caldeoott Award Hinner, waa selected 
fifth as to second grade picture preference. Children prefer 
the pieture:s in books that are alive with action aa was desnon-
strnted in the first grade preference, ,Cowbqy ~ll,.and the 
second grade preference, ,pu~ious Geor.rs.J.tides a Biim. 
To gi vc an accurate intarpret~tion or each question on the 
ballot, below is a description of the results o! the investi· 
gat ion. 
A. ~u~stion I 
Uhat story did you like best? 
1. £2!:c.J., f;,.<tlly ftnd Pet.e, was the book chosen by 
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.31 of 14.3 first grade children. Lost in the Zoo, 
~1qwboy Smull;. and fled head ranked next in order" The 
booku chosen least were Jounne !'':.al"'ie _Counts ~.~r 3hoee 
and the Bundle Book- Each of these was chosen only 
!our tirne:3 or by 2. 79.;~ of' the 143 children. 
2. ~~.~s Georgq 1d_des .c. Bik,e was the tlost liked 
book having been chQson 39 times from tho 152 childre 
that participated. Sp~ke and the G;tean Pig were 
selected second and third ro!:>p<Jcti'lely with :lRik~ 
having been chosen 22 times and the Ql!HUl P,ir. 19 .. 
.ihere as Findors.K®eE~r~ was the least liked having 
been mentioned 4 times or 2.6S~ of the 152 second 
graders .. 
B. :~uo st ion II 
In which story did you like the pictures beat? 
1. Cowboz Smal~ was the book chohen by 31 or 143 
first gra~e children. l!•? H,e4!!!, I,ost in tho i:oc and 
l}ercy, Pollv and ,Pet<f. ranked next in order. The bock· 
choson least were Hodie and J earme r:Jario Counts Her 
,Sheep. Hgdie was chosen :f'i ve times of ) .. 49"; and 
J eamw. ~~rio Gountc Her Z'heen was chosen twice or by 
1.3~ ot the 143 children. 
2. sJurious Gp,orn~ ..f~ideq q.,I~1ke received 33 ballhote 
as th& book in which the children liked the illus-
trationa best.. Spike and Percy 2 Po.{..ly D.l't<LJ~ were 
choaen aecond and thirrl respeat.ively with .§pi)}e 
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recei'V1ng 21 ballots. and Percv, !»allv and Pete g&ttin 
1$ ballots. The ch:l.ldran liked the piotul'"es 1n the 
I~et;J l''ire Bna;ina the least as it only received 7 
ballQts or 4.6% of the 152 second graders. 
C,. .1,uest1on III 
Which story would you like me to read again? 
1. Red Head was the book chosen by 24 of 143 first 
grade children.. Cowbox .• SrJald;, J,.o,~~t .in the Z~ and 
Percy 1 Poll!r and Pete ranked next in order.. The book 
chosen least Wi"re JeannG ?·~arie Counte Her Hheen and 
the Bundle floo:§., Jqanne liar;&e Counts. Hot'" ~heep was 
ehoaen five times or by 3.49% ot the l4J children and 
the Bun4tt Book was chosen only four times or by 
2.79% or the 143 children. 
2. Curious George was chosen by j6 of the 152 
children as the book they preferred to hear again* 
Spike and the Cle!J! Pig ranked second and third 
respectively. Finder~ Koepox-s, which wou the 
Calldecott Award tor 1951 was selected by only 5 
children as the story they would like to hear again. 
D. ·:.ueation IV _ 
\;llich story woltid you like to be able to read? 
1.. Perqy, Poll;,r and l'cte was the book eh~sen by 24 
of 143 first t;rade children.. powboy Small, Lost in 
tb~ Z~o. and Hodie ranked next in order. The books 
chosen least were Jeanne. r·L.:1.rie Counts Her ~he(~p and 
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rJie: and the £lea:t1'u~ &aoh o£ t;.heae was Qhoaen ten times 
~r by 6! 99~ of the 143 children~ 
a. Cur~ous Goorgo !~ides a Bike was eelaoted 32 times 
lol:' the book the ohilclre:n would like to rea.d.. The 
Biggest Bear and The.Uloan. Pig werq chosen second 
and third respectively with the Biggeat Bear having 
been •elected 19 times and Tha Glenn })ifl l6 times. 
fl?ybella th§) CalJle. Car was the least popular having 
been mentioned lO t"imes or 6~ 57~ ot the l52 second 
graders. 
Que1tion V 
~~ioh atory did you di$like1 
l. The B:qp.d!e Book was ahoaen by 29 ohild.r&n as the 
book most d1 sliked"' Red H!illad and Fie and the dears 
...... 
ranked next in order. The books that we~e least 
disliked were Lunch. Bo)t StQri and P,erc'Y..l· Po;LJeL ~P:.~ 
~" ~uneh. no,:; Stol"y was choaen ai:x t11Hs or 2 e. 9ft}& 
ot the 143 children. It is interesting to note that 
thea• last two books were liked by most ahildl:"-en,, 
least disliked by a small number. 
2 .• Finder,-s. Keeper,s, the Ualdeoott Award winner was 
the most disliked book having been ¢hosen 2$ times 
from the 1;2 second grade children that participated 
lllthough 4 ~hildren. ohose this book ae the one they 
liked beat., l:t is interesting to note that although 
~he Cln~an Pig ranked seoond in the order of dislikes 
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f'or 20 $econd gr-adere, 1t was preferred by children 
and ranked third in the order of p~eferenee. M!z-
pal;Le •.. "the Qa\)le Ct~Z: was third in the order o£ dis-
likes by 40 children or 14 .. 3~ or the 1!52 chil.dren~~ 
_Cur±ous Oaorge iiidos a Bike wa.s disliked by only 2 
$h1ldren and was firat in order ot preterenee for 39 
ohildren Ql" 25~65>' or the .1.52 children participating .. 
F. Question VI 
Which story would you. like for your very own? 
1. Cowboy_ S.al;t. was the book chosen by 25 ·Of the 
U.J first gx-ade cbildr~n.. P!!fr>e;y:~ Pollz and. i>ete. and 
One i~orninrv. in rJain~. ranked next in order. The booka 
chosen th& ltutst wel"G the BtuuiJ.~t Ih~Qk, and Jeanne 1-iari ~ 
Counts Her Shqap. The Bundle B~ok was chosen •i&ht 
times or by 5.,91-' of the ahildr•n and. veanne J~rte. · 
Counts Her Sht~ep, was ohosen three time• or b;r 2.09% 
ot the l43 children. 
2. Curious George !tides a Bih:e was selected )5· times 
as t.b$ bQok the Qhildren would lik• to owr.l. PercY;, 
Foll.y and .Pete and f-'a~tv for Poodles, were chosen 
aecond and third respectively with l)eroy:. Polly and 
Pete having been seleated 19 times and PartY for. 
Poodl,ee 14 timet:h The na.,., !~'ire :illngin~ was the laast 
popular having been mentioned 9 ti:mea or· 5.~92~ o£ the 
second gt>aders .. 
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OUAP'rER V 
l. Using the same ela$sit1aat:lon of booka it would be 
an interesting study t.·o ••• it the children lilted the 
eU~e type: books at a later period ct time~ 
2.. This type program t'lou.ld be oonduoted by in,.-.~Jerviae 
t~achers in the regular classroom. t() es"bliah th& type 
books their children prefer .•. 
.3 ·~ This type o'tudy co\W.d be done using di.f.t"erent current 
bo.oks. 
4. Tbe sa.ae type study involving Oaldeeott Award winners 
exclusively (lOUld be eonduoted. 
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